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Background

Recent developments and discussions concerning the SARS-Cov-2 virus and the development of a vaccine illustrate once again the necessity to assume “that scientific claims
are supported by solid evidence” (Branco et al. 2017). In recent years, however, we see
increasing evidence that casts doubts on this assumption (e.g. Fanelli 2009, Ioannidis 2011,
Prinz et al. 2011, Begley, Ellis 2012, Fokkens et al. 2013, Open Science Collaboration
2015). “As a result, there is an increasingly urgent call for validation and verification of
published research results, both within the academic community and the public at large
(e.g. Naik 2011, Zimmer 2012, Begley 2012, Editorial 2013a,b, Branco 2012)” (Branco
et al. 2017, p. 1). This is particularly important at a time when the scale and complexity
of scientific studies grow, and replicability and reproducibility of scientific research has
gained salience (Peng 2011).
Recent developments in software and web browser technology may help in solving this
problem. They have enabled exciting and fast-moving developments in many areas of
research, among them tools that can help validate and verify research as well as stimulate
knowledge transfer among researchers. Computational notebooks, particularly Jupyter
Notebooks, represent a major advance for scientific research. A Jupyter Notebook is an
open-source web application which enables creating and sharing documents containing
live code, equations, visualisations and narrative text (Jupyter Project 2019). A Jupyter
notebook comprises a series of ‘cells’ containing executable code, or markdown, along with
the popular HTML markup language for prose descriptions and LaTeX for mathematical
equation write up. Jupyter Notebooks have enabled a new type of programming which
emphasises a prose-first approach where exposition with human-friendly narrative is
threaded with code blocks. The Jupyter Notebook was originally developed by Fernando
Perez and Brian Granger in the Python programme language in 2011 and known as
IPython Notebooks. In 2013, the technology was expanded to allow for additional
programming languages and renamed ‘Jupyter’1 .
The interactive and narrative nature of computational notebooks provide unique
opportunities for sharing computational results, enabling reproducibility and publishing
scientific research. Traditionally, code, data, results, and their exposition are stored in
separate files, which is a source of disconnect and easy misalignment. Computational
1 ‘Jupyter’ is an acronym for Julia, Python and R, three of the main modern languages for scientific
computing.
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notebooks allow conducting analyses and integrating code, results and descriptive text
into a single ‘computational narrative’ to be shared, read and executed by others (Pérez,
Granger 2015, Kluyver et al. 2016). Attracted by the ability to combine executable code
and descriptive text in a single document, an increasingly large community of researchers
have adopted computational notebooks to document, publish and share their research via
personal websites and GitHub (Parente 2019).
Yet publishers have not embraced this technology. We believe that there are great
benefits for the scientific community and general public from publishing computational
notebooks. The publication of computational notebooks, along with articles, enables
reproducibility and replicability of data analysis and methods. Computational notebooks
offer a valuable vehicle for teaching and demonstration of analytical tools. They can
also augment the impact of research beyond its primary objectives by extending original
analysis and by reaching non-academic communities (Arribas-Bel et al. 2020). The
interactivity of notebooks can engage policy makers and the general public in ways that
standard academic journal publications cannot. Notebooks can be used to engage policy,
discipline-specific or local knowledge experts in the research process. In doing so, data
and outcomes channeled through notebooks can enable the identification of new relevant
patterns or uses that may have not been reported or explicitly discussed in the original
publication.
In view of these potentials, REGION officially announced a new form of publication,
computational notebooks, in 2019. In order to demonstrate the value of computational
notebooks in regional research and to stimulate this means of publication, we organized this
special issue. REGION will continue to accept submissions in computational notebooks
(.ipynb and .Rmd files). When accepted, computational notebooks are published in
three formats: R or Python notebook file extensions, HTML and pdf. Unlike the pdf
format, R or Python notebook file and HTML file extensions will provide an interactive
version of the code which can be fully reproduced. REGION encourages authors to
make submissions in these formats. Two publication options are available publishing
computation notebooks: (1) as a companion to a research article, or (2) as standalone
piece in the Resource section. By publishing computational notebooks, REGION seeks
to encourage appropriate recognition of the work dedicated to this form of document.
Normally the use of computer code published on personal websites or GitHub does not
receive appropriate recognition by the way of citation given unfamiliarity with this form
of publication or lack of a referenceable identifier. In REGION, computational notebooks
are published as regular papers, receive a digital object identifier (DOI), and hence will
be referenceable and citable.
2

The Issue

This Special Issue aims to introduce the publication of computational notebooks in
REGION. Seven articles make up this Special Issue and illustrate some of the the key
benefits of computational notebooks.
The first three articles use notebooks to introduce advanced urban planning and
statistical methods available through open software. Boeing (2019) illustrates the potential of computational notebooks in urban analytics and planning introducing ‘OSMnx’.
‘OSMnx’ is a Python package for working with OpenStreetMap data and modelling,
analysing and visualising street networks anywhere in the world. The notebook shows
how to download and model street networks, compute network indicators, visualise street
centrality, calculate routes, and work with other spatial data, including building footprints
and points of interest.
Sarrias (2020) uses a computational notebook to introduce a R package called ‘Rchoice’.
Rchoice offers a statistical modelling framework to estimate spatial heterogeneity by
estimating locally varying coefficients offering different latent structures in a discrete
choice setting. Wieland (2019) introduces the R package ‘REAT’, a Regional Economic
Analysis Toolbox for R, and extensively illustrates its capabilities with regional economic
data for Germany. Together the computational notebooks by Boeing, Sarrias, and Wieland
illustrate how methods can be introduced to new users and help researchers reach broader
REGION : Volume 7, Number 3, 2020
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audiences interested in learning from, adapting, and remixing their work.
The following two articles use computational notebooks to introduce the application of
novel methods and data. Comber (2019) illustrates the use of machine learning to conduct
address matching. Data often lack of unique identifiers to enable one-to-one address
matching. Deterministic matching based hand-crafted rules that classify address matches
and non-matches based on specialist domain knowledge are typically applied. Machine
learning approaches can provide a faster and automatable way to match addresses with
little human intervention. The notebook offers an end-to-end pipeline to conduct address
match using machine learning.
Chen et al. (2020) contributes a computational notebook to acquire, process and
analyse satellite imagery. While satellite imagery is often used to study and monitor
changes in natural environments and the Earth surface, it has remained underutilised
in Regional Science to study cities despite the open availability and extensive temporal
coverage of data sets, like Landsat enabling monitoring long-term changes for a period
of up to 46 years. The notebook offers a tool to demonstrate how to batch-download
high-resolution satellite imagery; and enable the extraction, analysis and visualisation of
features of the built environment to capture long-term urban changes.
Patias (2019) contributes a notebook illustrating its interactivity potential as an
engaging resource for end users and researchers through a regional analysis of youth
unemployment in Europe. Interactive maps and figures enable readers to explore the
data in greater detail by dragging, brushing and zooming. The notebook also offers an
end-to-end workflow from reading raw data via API, through the data processing, to the
final publication outputs. The notebook demonstrates the existence of systematic pattern
of youth unemployment across Europe. Four distinctive groups of regions are identified:
‘stable low youth unemployment’; ‘stable moderate youth unemployment’, ‘increasingly
high youth unemployment’, and ‘stable high youth unemployment’.
The final article by Reades (2020) illustrates the use of computational notebooks
to support teaching delivery and enhance student learning. Specifically, the notebook
argues that given the proliferation of large and complex spatial data, there is a need
not only for quantitative skills, but also for computational skills. The notebook also
shows how computational notebooks can assist in developing and delivering a suite of
geo-computational modules to enhance data science and analytics skills.
Together, the articles in the Special Issue demonstrate how notebooks can be used
to introduce the operation of open software and application of novel methods, enhance
student learning, increase interactivity and exploration of research outputs, and how to
produce replicable, reproducible and transparent research. We encourage submissions to
this new form of publication. We believe that computational notebooks offer an exciting
new platform adhering to REGION’s principles of open, reproducible and transparent
science, and anticipate a change in the future of academic publishing in this direction.
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